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Abstract 

Recent models in word recognition have assumed that a word 
activation device which is based upon phonemes is universal.  
The present study has attempted to investigate this proposal 
with Japanese school children without knowledge of Roman 
alphabet. The main question addressed in this study is to test 
whether Japanese school children without Roman alphabet 
could activate word candidates on the basis of phonemes.   An 
experiment was conducted with 21 Japanese elementary 
school children who were preliterate in Roman letters, 
employing a word reconstruction task. The results show that 
regardless of absence of alphabetic knowledge they could 
reconstruct Japanese words  just like Japanese adults. This 
suggests that the current word activation model may equally 
be applicable to Japanese children as well as adults who are 
mora-based language users. 
 

1.  Introduction 

Current models of spoken-word recognition assume that 
spoken input automatically activates lexical candidates in a 
continuous manner [1, 2, 3].  In these models, it is 
characterized by early selection of several hypothesized lexical 
candidates without the necessary intervention of some 
phonological units such representations as syllables and 
morae.   There is ample evidence for concurrent activation of 
multiple lexical candidates [4, 5, 6, 7], for activation of word 
candidates on the basis of partial and imperfect evidence [4, 8, 
9, 10] and for continuous modulation of activation by early 
evidence of upcoming phonetic information [11, 12].  All 
these studies assume that the word activation device must be 
equipped with all language users universally.  The 
fundamental nature of this device is that possible word 
candidates are expected to be activated on the basis of 
phonemes.  Previous researches mentioned above are basically 
studies based upon western languages whose orthographic 
system is alphabetic, so that the claim that phonemes function 
as basic activation unit is easily justifiable. 
   Since the current models assume that the activation device is 
supposed to be universal, it is desirable to supply further 
evidence from language users who may not be within the 
category of western languages.  Japanese is one of the ideal 
languages to test the proposal because it is called a mora-based 
language in which morae play a vital role in their linguistic 
activities including spoken language processing. For example,  
it is reported that morae are employed to segment spoken input 
to find words in continuous speech [13, 14, 15],  and  that they 
play a significant role in language acquisition [16] and in 
language production [17]. All these studies may implicitly          
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st  that the word activation device for Japanese language 
may  be based upon morae rather than phonemes.  If this 
 the word recognition model in Japanese has to be 
ed from the universal model. 
ever, our earlier studies which investigated whether 

was evidence that Japanese listeners could be sensitive to 
mes during word activation found that they were 
ible to the phonemic as well as moraic levels [18, 19]. 

he first place, we analyzed a Japanese word game called 
wase which is equivalent to a pun in English.  This game 
opular among Japanese public during the 18th century in 
.  Language games in Japanese generally call on 
ulation of morae [20].  Most of the morae of Japanese 
he structure CV, and CV is also by far the most common 
structure in natural Japanese speech [21].  It is thus 
le to examine the patterns of Japanese language play to 
ine whether there is evidence that language users in 

 separately manipulate the submoraic units (consonants 
owels) of CV morae, by choosing mora substitutions 
 are more similar rather than less similar.  Our statistical 
is found that phonemes as well as morae were 
ulated in the game [18].   We further analyzed the 
se of Japanese pun called dajare on the website in Japan  
 is very popular among today’s Japanese and found the 
evidence [19].   
he second place, we conducted several psycholinguistic 
iments to find out whether Japanese listeners could be 
ive to the submoraic level with a reconstruction task 
 In these experiments, the subjects were asked to 

struct an original word from a partially distorted word.  
ree versions were constructed such that one replacement 
shared the consonant with the original mora but not the 
; another shared the vowel but not the consonant; the 
shared neither the vowel nor the consonant.    Thus the 
versions of pasokon ‘a personal computer’ were pesokon 
ange), tasokon (C-change), and tesokon (M-change). 
osition of the distortion was word-initial, word-medial 
ord-final.   The results show that they could reconstruct 
iginal word much faster and more accurate if phonemes 
distorted.  Therefore, the evidence both from the 

ical analysis of Japanese word games and the 
imental study seem to suggest that Japanese adult 
age users may activate word candidates on the basis of 
mes. 
 important fact is that today’s average Japanese language 
are able to read English alphabet, so that they are likely 
ssess an ability to manipulate phonemes.  They can 
e any Japanese words in Roman letters.  Thus the 
ts who participated in the experiment with the 

struction task may have applied the orthographic 
ledge to search words.  But, although Japanese public 



during the 18th century had no knowledge of  Roman letters, 
they did enjoy the word game.  This fact  may suggest that 
having knowledge of Roman alphabet has nothing to do with 
an ability to manipulate phonemes to reconstruct original 
words from distorted words.   In fact some researchers suggest 
that people who enjoy language games based upon phoneme 
manipulation do not necessarily possess  knowledge of 
English alphabet [22, 23, 24].  If this is correct, it is interesting 
to ask whether Japanese children without Roman letters are 
able to reconstruct original words from distorted words.  If the 
findings mentioned above are correct, these children must be 
able to manage the task.   
   In the present  paper, we report the results of  an experiment 
with stimuli in which word initial mora was manipulated to 
test whether Japanese school children can reconstruct original 
words from partially distorted words.  

2.  Experiment 

1.1. Method 

1.1.1. Materials 

Fifteen Japanese words, which were judged to be of high 
familiarity to third graders at Japanese elementary school 
were chosen.  The selection criteria for the words was that the 
planned alternation would yield a unique reconstruction 
solution, i.e., that no other word of the same length shared to 
the unaltered remainder of the word.  This criteria was the 
same as the one in our earlier work [18]. 
   These words were three morae in length.  The experimental 
stimuli consisted of three versions of each word, in each of 
which the initial CV mora had been replaced by another CV 
mora.  The three versions were constructed such that one 
replacement mora shared the consonant with the original mora 
but not the word; another shared the vowel but not the 
consonant; the third shared neither the vowel nor the 
consonant.  The replacing consonant and vowel in the first 
two versions were always also the consonant and the vowel of 
the whole-mora replacement.  Thus, three versions of sakana 
were sokana (sa replaced by so), pakana (sa replaced by pa), 
and pokana (sa replaced by po).  The complete materials are 
in Table 1. 
 
Table 1  The materials used in the Experiment 

       Japanese word                 gross                           Mora 
1      sakana     fish      po 
2 kitsune     fox          no  
3 toire     toiret          pa 
4 mushiba     decay          ga 
5 suzume     sparow          ba 
6 tsukue     desku          ko 
7 tamago     egg          ke 
8 terebi     television         sa 
9 shahimi     raw fish         no  
10 rakuda     cameroon         te 
11 kurage     jelly fish                       so 
12 rajio     radio          te 
13 taiya     tire          be 
14 katsura     fig          te 
15 mayuge     eye braw         ne  
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1.2. R

The 
respon
respon
respon
respon
ee presentation lists were constructed, each containing 
ersion of each of the 15 items.  Replacement condition 
l, consonant, or whole mora replaced) was 

erbalanced across presentation list.  The lists were 
ed by a male native speaker of Standard Tokyo 

ese onto Digital Audio Tape, sampling at 48,000 Hz.  
itch accent pattern of the base word was preserved in 
transformed version.  The rate of presentation was 
ed to one word every 10 sec., and timing marks 
dent with the offset of each item were added to the 
d channel of the tape.  The reaction time of each item 

easured from the offset of each word and the pulse 
 was triggered through a switch box operated by each 
t, using Cool Edit 2000 
iliarity ratings for the base words were ascertained from 
o and Kondo (1999).  On a scale from 1 (unfamiliar) to 
remely familiar ) the experimental base words received 
s in the mid to upper range of the scale; the overall 
rating was 6.23. 

Subjects 

ty-one third graders at Kitaya Elementary School who 
 not recognize Roman letters in Soka, Japan took part in 
dy.  All were native speakers of Japanese children  with 
orted hearing impairment.  Seven received each of the 

presentation lists. 

Procedure 

ubjects were tested one at a time in a quiet class room at 
ementary school.  They heard the items binaurally over 
-Technica ATH-A9 headphones.  The experiment began 
 practice session.  They were instructed to listen to each 
o change a part of it to produce a known word.  The 
ctions did not specify which part of should be changed; 
 practice items (a random ordering of four cases each of 
ree types of replacement used in the experiment) were 
to draw listeners’ attention to the necessary change.  
cts were given a chance to hear the practice set a second 
rd time if desired.  This indirect method of instruction 
successful; all listeners produced correct responses, 
ing substitution of the initial mora, by the end of 

ce session. 
y were instructed to press a response button as soon as 
ad identified a real word and then to speak this word 

. 
 collection of the response times (RTs) was carried out 
ng Two DAT recorders.  The output from the first DAT  
er was fed via a mixer to the second DAT recorder 
 via the same mixer also recorded a pulse triggered by 
bject’s response.  The intervals between offset of the 

 word was measured individually for each subject on a 
Edit 2000 to ascertain reaction times. 

esults 

listeners’ responses were analyzed, and incorrect 
ses, failures to produce a spoken response, and 
ses after timeout were treated, as were missing keypress 
ses, as missing data.  An unintended alternative 
se was produced to certain items by a few participants 



and these items were discarded;  this resulted in the loss of 
four items. 
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Figure 1. Mean response time (in milliseconds) and 
percentage error for word reconstruction as a function of 
whether replacement of the first mora of the target word 
involved the vowel, the consonant, or the whole mora. 
 
   The overall mean RT (from item offset) was 2074 ms and 
overall mean rate of missed responses 38.5 %.  The mean RTs 
and miss rates for each condition are shown in Fig. 1.  As can 
be seen, the pattern of results was the same for both measures: 
responses were easier (RTs were fastest and error rates 
lowest) when only V or C was replaced than when the whole 
mora (C plus V) was replaced.   
    Analysis of variance were carried out, separately across 
participants and across items, for both RTs and miss rates.  
The main effect of replacement condition was significant, 
beyond 0.05 level, across subjects only [F (2, 12) = 26.581, 
p< 0.001 and miss rates [F (2,12) = 6.71, p< 0.05].  The 
significance of the difference between conditions was tested 
by t-tests which compare C to V, C to M and V to M.  
Response times were faster [t(6) = - 6.001, p< 0.001] and 
miss rates were lower [t(6) = -3.481, p<0.05] in the C- 
replacement than in the M-replacement condition and 
response times were faster [t(6) = -6.919, p<0.001] and miss 
rates were slower [t(6) = -2.649, p< 0.05] in the V-
replacement than in the M-replacement.  However, both 
response times and miss rates did not differ significantly in 
the C-replacement condition and the V-replacement 
condition.  These results in the experiment have clearly 
demonstrated partial information about a mora (either the C or 
the V) can be informative to Japanese school children .  In 
other words, word reconstruction was significantly easier 
when the initial mora had been replaced by another mora 
sharing with it either C or V.  However, there was no 
significant difference in advantage for retention of either the 
C or V.  Although  RTs and miss rates were not the same, the 
pattern was almost identical to that of adult subjects except 
that the order of the C-replacement and V-replacement was 
different [18], as shown in Figure 2. 
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 2. Mean response time (in milliseconds) and 
tage error for word reconstruction as a function of 
er replacement of the first mora of the target word 
ed the vowel, the consonant, or the whole mora, 
d from Experiment 1 in Cutler and Otake (2002). 

3. Discussion 

paper has investigated whether the Japanese school 
en without Roman letters can   reconstruct original 
ese words from distorted words.  It was found that 
l information about a mora could help them reconstruct 
  Thus it must constitute useful information for Japanese 
listeners just like Japanese adult listeners.   Word 

struction is not driven by mora substitution even under 
tions, in which listener's attention is focused at the mora 
and mora-based substitution strategies would work.  As 
sults clearly indicate, the words to be reconstructed were 
under these conditions more easily accessible when 
of their phonetic material was available; C- and V-
ement conditions provided an additional phoneme of 
ation over and above that provided in the M-

ement condition, and Japanese children  responded 
rapidly and accurately when this extra information was 
ble.  In other words, Japanese adults and children may 
the same the mechanism of word activation which is 

 upon phonemes. 
 findings in the present study may cast discredit on the 
pt of morae in Japanese because Japanese school 
en who have no knowledge of Roman letters have an 
 to segment a mora into phonemes.  What this suggests 
t although Japanese is called a mora-based language, 
ese listeners may be aware of submoraic units.  Our 
r study on phonemic awareness by Japanese school 
en without Roman letters also confirmed this ability 
  In this study, we gave a short training to Japanese 
l children with or without having alphabetic knowledge 
sked them find an embedded word with in a two mora 
word, employing a  plastic toy fruits (apples and 
mons) which can be split into two pieces with a plastic 

  They were first told that a mono moraic word could be 



split into two pieces.  For example, after presenting “te” (a 
hand) orally to the subject, the experimenter cut it into two 
pieces.  Then, after removing the first half, the rest could be 
“e” (a picture).  In other words, this task gave the subjects that 
a word could be embedded within a word if the first segment 
is removed.  Once they could understand the task, then, two 
moraic experimental words were presented orally and two 
plastic fruits were placed in front of them simultaneously.  The 
experimenter cut the first fruit into two pieces and the first half 
was taken away.  Then they were asked to report embedded 
words.  The results showed that both Japanese school children 
with or without having alphabetic knowledge could find the 
embedded words with accuracy of 90%.  The task of this 
experiment gave them the presence of submoraic units within 
a mora explicitly.  In other words, it may be possible to 
interpret that the task tried to  encourage them the presence of 
submoraic units intentionally.       However,  the task of the 
present study was not given to the school children explicitly.  
Yet, they could manage the word reconstruction.  This could 
be the strong evidence that they have an ability to manipulate 
phonemes and they could apply this strategy during their word 
activation.  If so, the word activation model for Japanese 
language users could be identical. 

4. Conclusions 

Japanese children regardless of absence of alphabetic 
knowledge could reconstruct Japanese words which are 
partially distorted like Japanese adults. This suggests that the 
current word activation model which is based upon phonemes 
may be applicable to Japanese children as well as adults who 
are mora-based language users, so that the model could be 
universal. 
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